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"Joshu Osho: A monk once asked Joshu: "Has a dog the 
Buddha-nature?" Joshu answered: "Mu." 
 

I came to America on July 21st 1962 and so we can say that I was born in America 

on that day, July 21st 1962.  I guess I can say that since I have been born in 

America I’ve lived more than 35 years since that birth.  But although it has been 

35 years since my birth here I still can’t speak English.  I think also it is fair to say 

that if you are in your thirties then you already passed through being a child and 

being a young adult and you are a full grown adult who is about the age where 

you have children of your own.  But even though I am that full grown American 

adult I still can’t speak English.  But I don’t think I can really known America until 

I can speak the language of America.  So, maybe it is fair to say that since I can’t 

yet speak English then I cannot yet really know America.  But even in America 

there are some people maybe because they have a certain illness that can’t speak 

English but there are just simply a lot of people in America that can’t speak 

English.  But even among those people who cannot speak English they receive 

American culture and are able to live really full, rich lives in America even though 



 

 

they are unable to speak English.  But if we take these kind of people who can’t 

speak English and yet are really thriving in America as an example then we can say 

that it’s possible to really know America even though you don’t speak English.  

So these people who aren’t able to speak English, maybe because they cannot 

speak English even though they might have a lot of opinions about what is going 

on in America they just keep their mouths firmly shut and throw themselves 

seriously into their own work, and maybe because they don’t go around talking 

about their opinions so much, maybe those people can be said to really know 

what America is about.  So these illiterate people or people unable to speak 

English, if you meet them all that might be said is "Huuh, huuh!", but that’s 

enough, that’s a good enough greeting for them you can really understand them 

just from that.  I can understand them and they can understand me immediately 

we can shake hands and make relationship with each other.  There is a dog here 

as you know.  And when that dog who lives here meets somebody who she 

doesn’t have a good feeling about "Wow!"  Maybe it is not that that is really a 

bad feeling person it’s just somebody that she doesn’t know and that’s what you 

do in the dog world, you bark at them.  But after she understands that - after 

barking and understanding that that person isn’t her enemy, that that person is 



 

 

her friend, then she stops barking and can relax.  In other words the truth in this 

case is that when she understands that this is a person that it is possible to make 

relationship with this is someone she doesn’t have to be afraid of, then she can 

make relationship with that person.  According to Buddhism in a similar way if 

we look at the human world and we see people who have become mothers in the 

human world we say that those mothers are able to immediately without thinking 

without any kind of reasoning and logic immediately make relationship with 

anything, whether it is a dog or a cat or a bird or a plant, they can immediately 

make relationship.  But men, leaving aside dogs and cats for a moment, if it is a 

man and a spider appears in front of the man "klaa",  immediately it will kill that 

spider, if it is a man.  But a women seeing this behavior of the man will 

immediately think "O, what a miserable thing to do" and she will look on and yell 

at the man, frown and yell.  Basically in Buddhism therefore we always said that 

when we compare men to women the women are superior to the men in terms of 

manifesting what we could call in Buddhism buddhist compassion or religious love 

or making spiritual relationship.  We have always said that the women are better 

than the men.  And I think that we can say it is not just Americans that are like 

this but everybody in all the worlds it’s always been the women who are superior 



 

 

to the men in manifesting the heart of true compassion and manifesting this 

activity of spiritual love.  As I was saying before it has been well over thirty years 

since I’ve been living here in America.  And one thing that I’ve come to very 

clearly understand through all this life experience that I’ve had is that wheter it’s a 

Japanese person or an American or Korean person, no matter what kind of person 

it is when it comes to the activity of loving feeling the women have a different 

way of doing that then the men do.  So, about this word that was just used, 

loving feeling, ai-jo, I’m sure that you realize that the buddhist way of 

understanding that and the way that other teachings might understand that is 

different.  So I’d like to explain more about this difference in the way in 

Buddhism we say ai-jo, love is ai and jo is the acitivity of your heart, and how this 

activity of your heart which we call love is different between men and women but 

to begin with I’d like just to say that Buddhism has always said that the way 

women express and manifest this activity of heart called love is unique and 

superior to the way that men do.  I bet all of you can see for yourself and 

understand that the world that we live in these days is world that is changing in a 

violent way, even in ten years culture changes, morality changes, even within a 

ten year span forgetting about the activity of heart of yourself when you look at 



 

 

society in general it’s changing incredibly rapidly.  Now I am 91 years old, on my 

way to becoming 92, but when I first arrived here in America I was just 55 years 

old.  And looking at it from that prospective you can see very clearly that 

American morality and American culture has transformed very much in that time 

I’ve been here.  When I first got here I think it’s fair to say that especially older 

women in their sixties have been completely raised, steeped in the culture of 

ladies first, or the jo-san-dan-pi, the women are honored and the men are 

considered inferior, that kind of culture.  But I think that the women were proud 

of being treated in this superior, honored way in those days.  I think if we sat 

down and watched an old movie together everybody would have to agree with 

me that those women in those movies being given this honor, being shown this 

"ladies first" kind of culture, were incredibly honored, respected.  When I first 

got here there was a woman about ten years older than me that took care of me 

and she was a wonderful woman.  Ever since I first come to America all of these 

35 years I’ve always deeply felt that although in Buddhism we clearly say that men 

and women are equal that it would be good in fact it is necessary to have a place 

of practice where the women can practice by themselves not disturbed by the 

men.  In fact the whole reason I came to America was because I was called by 



 

 

people that said that they wanted to study Zen and then I had to contemplate 

what was the best way to teach it in America.  Now in order to explain the 

necessity of having a place to practice only for women it would take a long time, 

so I won’t get into it much more detail here.  Of course in Japan, in Korea, in 

China they have these kinds of temples for only women to practice without being 

disturbed by men.  But where in a Buddhist way of thinking can you find the 

basis for the necessity of having a place for only women to practice by 

themselves?  Of course the place that you can find this foundation in Buddhist 

thought for the necessity of a special place of practice for women is in this point 

that I was getting at before about the difference, the uniqueness and the 

superiority of the way women manifest the heart of compassion, the heart of 

love.  The kind of Zen that we are studying is called Nyorai Zen or Tathagata-Zen 

and there is no style of Zen which emphasizes more strongly that because of this 

unique activity of compassion that women have that it’s important and necessary 

for women to be able to practice by themselves.  Buddhism emphasizes no 

matter how much a woman you are, or no matter how much a man you are, just 

by being, by doing the male activity you cannot complete yourself as a person.  

The definition that Buddhism gives is that for example even if you are a man you 



 

 

cannot complete yourself as a person without receiving the help of the female 

activity.  Men cannot complete themselves as men and even though Buddhism 

says very clearly that women are superior to men in their activity of heart, even if 

you are a woman you cannot complete yourself as a woman without being helped 

by the male activity.  Women must receive the help of man in order to complete 

themselves as women and men must receive the help of women in order to 

complete themselves as men.  In other words Buddhism says very clearly  in 

order to become the completed human being if you are a man you need to be 

helped by woman, and if you are woman you need to be helped by man.  

Buddhism emphasizes, insists that men and women are equal, that they must 

learn to stand up in the prospective, in the way of seeing of equality.  The 

completed human position, the position of having completed oneself as a human 

being whether you are a man or a woman, when you arrive at this condition of 

the complete human person, then we can say that you’ve transcended either, 

transcended anything that can be called man or woman.  Whether you are a 

man or woman Buddhism says that when you are able to manifest this condition 

of the completed human being then that is when finally you are manifesting your 

true self, your true "I am" self.  And that manifestation of your true self is 



 

 

already the manifestation that is neither man nor woman and Buddhism teaches 

and perhaps what is a difficult way of teaching and says that that manifestation of 

the completed person, the true self which is neither man and woman has all of 

the activity of man and all of the activity of woman as its contents.  The 

ab…[pause in the tape], the complete existence, any completed existent being, 

this activity which forms the complete existent being according to the person who 

founded Buddhism, Shakyamuni Buddha, come this activity has both the activity 

which forms man and the activity which forms woman or we could simply say 

both the plus activity and the minus activity.  The activity which brings into being 

this completed person, this completed state, is according to Buddhism the activity 

which has all of both of these mutuallt opposing activities of plus and minus, of 

the activity which brings man and woman into being and because it has all of both 

of these mutually opposing activities we call it the absolute condition or the 

supreme condition or the state of the almighty.  This completed condition 

comes into being trough the complete activity the completed activity and because 

it is complete because it is perfect we name it these various things such as the 

absolute condition or the supreme condition or borrowing words from other 

fields of study and fields of teaching we can even call it I suppose the condition of 



 

 

the creator which creates everything.  The person who we are told started 

Buddhism, the young man Siddartha said that this condition was the very basic 

condition, the supreme condition, the one and only unique singular condition 

which was superior to anything.  But no matter what we call this special 

condition as absolute, almighty, unique, one and only condition we also have to 

ask "Who is it that is calling it all those things"?  The condition of, the supreme 

condition itself, the almighty condition itself, this unique one and only condition 

itself is the supreme condition, it has no need to speak itself.  If you are a 

mother there is absolutely no need for you to look at your child and say "I am 

your mother".  But actually mothers do look at their children and say "I am your 

mother".  And that also is the first time when the child which is in contrast to 

the mother, which is facing and opposing the mother also for the first time 

appears.  In Buddhism we say that anyone is capable of experiencing the 

condition of the absolute, the condition of the supreme one and only state for 

themselves.  And we teach and say that that condition is the condition which I 

manifest when the "I am" proclaiming self vanishes.  But this is an incredibly 

difficult problem.  But the Buddha, the enlightened one clearly taught that even 

this condition of the absolute, this condition which appears when the "I am" self 



 

 

disappears even that condition can never be fixates, can never continue 

unconditionally endlessly.  The teaching of the enlightened one is that inevitably 

without fail that supreme condition, that one world will break apart and right 

inside the body of that one and only unique supreme world will be born three 

worlds, the world where the self which is called father lives, and the world where 

the self which is called mother lives, and the world which is the "I am proclaiming 

self - those three worlds.  Together with the appearance of my world the worlds 

of mother and father also simultaneously appear and conversly we can say that 

whenever mother’s and father’s world appears then I also appear, my world also 

appears.  The world called "I am" is the world of the present moment, and the 

world called father is the world of the future and I guess we can also say that the 

world called mother is the world of the past.  This was the teaching of the 

enlightened person.  What I am saying is that without fail when the world, the 

perfect world, the complete world breaks open then the world of past, present, 

and future is manifest.  In other words what the enlightened one taught was 

that before the appearance of past, present , and future it was simply the one 

world, the unique one and only singular perfect world in which there is no need 

for thinking.  The world before the appearance of past, present, and future is the 



 

 

complete, perfect world in which activity occurs without any thought, without any 

will.  This world which we can call our very origin, our very root source is a will 

less world, is a world where activity is taking place without any will and we must 

appeal to our zazen and through zazen investigate exactly what kind of a world 

that world is.  And I just said that the world of past, present, and future 

inevitably will appear but we also have to ask ourselves "Can that world of past, 

present, and future which has appeared continue eternally or not"?  Just as 

inevitably this world of past, present, and future again will disappear and again 

the original world, the world of the source, the complete world, the world which 

acts without any will will appear.  And when the complete condition is manifest 

that is when the "I am" self is completely gone and simultaneous to this vanishing 

of the "I am " self the plus activity, the activity of man, and the minus activity, the 

activity of woman also disappear.  And this complete condition again is manifest 

but just as this complete condition is manifest again it will break apart again and 

past, present, and future again will appear.  And we in our tradition have been 

told that the person who clearly enunciated this principle was the person that is 

called the founder of Buddhism, Shakyamuni Buddha.  And Tathagata Zen is the 

teaching which insists that if you are a mother doing the life of a mother, the 



 

 

activity of a mother that even though you might not know this principle in a way 

that a scholar might know this principle you in your heart do know this principle.  

What I am saying is that other than apart from knowinf this principle clearly there 

is nothing that can be called happiness.  So now right before there was an 

earthquake, we felt an earthquake.  This was the second time that I felt an 

earthquake here.  And when among us sitting here when the earthquake 

happened I think there was probably some people who were worried about their 

kids back at home wondering if they were worried.  And that kind of thinking 

activity will come up.  But also you all are capable of manifesting a self that 

doesn’t need to think at all.  And zen practice is to sit zazen and to manifest the 

wisdom for yourself which knows this principle of manifesting the thinking self 

and manifesting the not thinking self.  There probably also are people who do 

zazen with the purpose in mind to escape from all sorts of experiences that are 

painful and filled with suffering.  And maybe there are some people that heard 

that if you do zazen you’ll come to be able to make a lot of money and are doing 

zazen because they want to make money.  And maybe there are also some 

people here who heard that through zazen they can get health and wanting to get 

health they came.  And that is true, you will get health.  And the reason for that 



 

 

is because the real purpose of zazen is to manifest complete perfect wisdom and 

so of course happiness will come through this.  I’ve thought it was about an hour 

over an hour and it is but I hope that I have been able to receive the 

understanding of all of you of what I was thinking, the way of thinking I had when 

I came to built this convent.  But remember as I just told you that it is impossible 

to complete the position of woman without the help of man.  Don’t loose the 

way of thinking that you cannot reject the help of men in order to complete 

yourself.  For example you really need this rule although the men don’t practice 

together with us here at the convent for a teisho just in the same was as they did 

today we can allow men to enter the teisho room and listen to teisho together 

with us.  For example if we have some hard work to do like actually build 

buildings or dig ditches or things like that let’s remember to get the help of the 

men to come and help us do those things.  When I think about when this will 

become a completed, true convent and you can see with your own eyes that 

there is lots of work to be done we don’t have a lecture hall, we don’t have a 

dining hall, there are a lot of buildings that need to be born here before it 

becomes a complete convent but I am pretty sure that it will be after I am dead 

that it becomes that.  But if you really stand up firmly yourselves in the belief 



 

 

that it’s necessary to have a place of practice just for women and also necessary 

to have a place of practice just for men then it will come to pass.  What I am 

doing here now is to simply ask you to make this happen to pray that it comes to 

pass.  This is the first day of this sesshin and I just wanted to express to you my 

wish, my hope, my prayer for the building of this convent. 

 


